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TAILGATE INSERT BADGE
Details set you apart from the crowd. These inserts emphasize

• Attached with strong 3M adhesive backing

the Tundra stamp in the tailgate so all the world can take note.

• Two colors available: bright chrome and flat black

EXTERIOR 3

BED EXTENDER
Expand your truck’s utility even further with the bed
extender1 ; increases bed length by two feet with the
tailgate down, or helps contain smaller items with
the tailgate up.

• Powder coat finish enhances appearance and durability
•	Taillights remain visible when in use, in compliance with
DOT lighting requirements
•	Bed extender cannot be removed when tailgate is up
and locked
•	Angle-release mounting brackets enable easy installation
or removal
•	Adjustable strap latches ensure the bed extender is
secured to the tailgate when down
1

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 4

SKID RESISTOR BEDLINER
™

Defend your Tundra’s bed from damage incurred by
shifting loads with a Skid Resistor Bedliner 2 . Made
of thick-ribbed, high-density polyethylene, it can
withstand a whole lot of abuse, including chemicals
and corrosives.

• Premium high-gloss black finish
• Ribbed I-beam floor construction provides superior
impact resistance
• Smooth tailgate facilitates easier loading and unloading
• Features a no-drill, no-scuff installation
2

EXTERIOR 5

See numbered disclosures on page 47

SPRAY-ON BEDLINER
Get the spray-on bedliner2 that’s as tough and durable
as your Tundra. Protect your bed from damage with
this permanently bonded fixture.

• Toyota quality standards assure uniform thickness and a
consistent texture
• Textured surface is designed to prevent cargo from sliding
• No lost cargo space, minimal added weight
• Features a Tundra logo
• Proprietary application method helps to create a straight
and crisp edge
• Fully warranted; repairs completed quickly and easily at
a Toyota dealership
2

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 6

BED MAT
Minimize damage to your truck bed and cargo with this
heavyweight bed mat. It’s made from a high strength,
cord-enhanced rubber compound that can withstand
abuse without fading, rusting, cracking, or breaking 2 .

• Pebble finish minimizes shifting of cargo
• Raised angled ribs ease cargo loading/unloading
• Knobby underside promotes aeration and drainage that
keeps the truck bed dry to help prevent rust and mildew
2

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 7

TONNEAU COVER
Even the toughest of gear needs a bit of care and protection.

• Self-latching system allows for easy cover operation and removal

Defend your valuables against the elements with the hard, tri-

• Helps keep water out of the bed with its advanced seal and channel

3

fold, tonneau cover . The low-profile, tri-fold design lets you
use it when you need it, and easily store it when you don’t.
3

system with drain hoses at the cab end
• Innovative mounting system allowing for full access to bed rails

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 8

CARGO NET – EXTERIOR
Don’t sweat the small stuff—at least don’t let it slide around and
get lost or damaged. The envelope-style cargo net is up to the job.

• Elastic mesh netting is durable and stain resistant
• Easy to install and attaches to defined points in the truck bed
• Folds flat for storage when not in use
• Deck Rail System not required

CARGO DIVIDER
Keep precious cargo and bulky items from rolling around in your truck bed
with this customizable cargo divider4.

• Slides along the Tundra’s deck rail system to create the space to fit your needs
• Rotates for various configurations including lying flat above cargo
• Made of lightweight, corrosion-resistant, black powder coated aluminum
4

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 9

DECK RAIL SYSTEM
The deck rail system works with tie-down cleats and a locking fork bike rack,
so you can secure almost anything you need for your work or play.

• Galvanized steel construction for superior strength
• Black powder coat ensures excellent corrosion resistance
• Includes four tie-down bed cleats made of sturdy die-cast aluminum,
accommodating a maximum load of 880 lb. (220 lb. each)
• Includes locators for bed cleats every four inches
• Mini tie-downs sold separately

LOCKING FORK BIKE RACK
Go hiking with no worries, knowing that your bike is secured
in a bike rack that locks down the front forks4.

• Custom-designed for the Tundra’s deck rail system
• Bike can be positioned along the front bed rail
• Virtually effortless mounting: simply remove the front wheel,
position the forks into the skewer, and lock
4

See numbered disclosures on page 47

20-IN. CARVED
5-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
Go big or go home. These lightweight alloy wheels5
increase performance by dissipating heat faster,
while increasing grip.

• Incorporates the proper balance, offset, and brake
clearance to ensure proper fit, finish, and reliability
5

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 11

TUBE STEPS
Whether or not your truck is lifted, tube steps ease entry

• Skid-resistant heavy-duty step pads help to channel water off the steps

into the cab while complementing the Tundra’s good looks.

• Durable, lightweight aluminum construction is chip- and rust- resistant;
choose between chrome-plated or a black powder coat finish
• Simple, no-drill installation
• Not available on Regular Cab models

EXTERIOR 12

BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL
STEPBOARDS
Step into your cab with style and ease when you install these stepboards,
composed of corrosion resistant, high-quality stainless steel. They also
help reduce dirt and stone chipping of the door and body.

• Features two heavy duty injection-molded step pads providing
a skid-resistant tread surface at each door
• 25% lighter than conventional closed-section running boards,
while meeting or exceeding load requirements
• Injection-molded end caps help reduce wind noise and offer
a more finished appearance

CAST ALUMINUM
RUNNING BOARDS
Step up and step in. These sturdy running boards give you easier
access to the vehicle.6

• Durable aluminum construction with slip-resistant coating
• Sleek design enhances the contours of the vehicle
6

See numbered disclosures on page 47

MINI TIE-DOWNS WITH HOOKS
Organize and secure your equipment with these adjustable mini tie-downs
with hooks4, composed of sturdy black nylon for durability.

• Each mini tie-down measures 2-in. × 1-in. and holds a maximum load
of 110 lb. each—a total of 220 lb. for the set of two
• Hooks are rated up to 50 lb.
• Tie-downs slide along the bed rail system and are held firmly in place by
an inner tension spring
4

See numbered disclosures on page 47

TIE-DOWN CLEATS
Secure your precious items in the bed by fastening them to these
fully adjustable sturdy tie-down cleats.4

• Composed of strong, die-cast aluminum
• Uses a steel locking plate to slide down Tundra’s deck rail system
• Holds a maximum of 220 lbs.
4

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 14

DECK RAIL CAMERA MOUNT
Pics or it didn’t happen. Thanks to the camera mount

• Attaches to the factory deck rail

specifically designed to securely attach your GoPro

• Made from anodized cast aluminum

to the truck bed, you can easily document all of the
7

adventures with your truck .
7

See numbered disclosures on page 47

®

• Attachment hardware included, no tools required
• Includes two tethers which attach to the mount and
the camera case for added security

EXTERIOR 15

EXHAUST TIP
Finish off the Tundra’s bold style with these shiny exhaust tips.

• Constructed of polished, corrosion-resistant doublewalled 304 stainless steel
• Easy bolt-on installation; no cutting, drilling, or welding

EXTERIOR 16

BALL MOUNT
No matter the destination, bring your toys along with
the Genuine Toyota ball mount8.

•	Ball placement provides precise drop/rise
to maintain vehicle departure angle
•	Black powder coat finish provides protection
against UV rays
•	Lab and on-road testing ensures quality
of tow hitch system
• Trailer ball sold separately
8

See numbered disclosures on page 47

TRAILER BALL
Crafted of cold-forged steel for superior strength,
the trailer ball8 is designed to work with your Tundra’s
tow hitch ball mount.

•	Available in 2 5/16-in. or 2-in. ball diameters
•	Helps complete the connection between the
vehicle’s tow hitch receiver and trailer
•	Includes built-in wrench flats for ease of
installation and torqueing
• Ball mount sold separately
8

EXTERIOR 17

See numbered disclosures on page 47

SPARE TIRE LOCK
Add an extra layer of security for your spare tire with this
precision-machined spare tire lock.

• Made from zinc-nickel plated hardened steel for enduring
structural integrity

EXTERIOR 18

ALLOY WHEEL LOCKS
Tough terrain is no match for your tires and wheels.

• Guaranteed proper fit

Make them tougher to poach with triple nickel chrome

• Weight matching makes rebalancing unnecessary

plated alloy wheel locks.

• Resists lock removal tools and allows only a single
unique key to interface

EXTERIOR 19

PAINT PROTECTION FILM
Like an invisible coat of armor, Genuine Toyota paint
protection film9 helps protect against damage from
sand, stones, and other road debris.

• Urethane material provides long-term protection and
resists discoloration
• Film constructed of multiple layers for strength and
durability
• Genuine Toyota paint protection film is available for
select areas of the hood and fenders, or for the front
bumper (each sold separately)
9

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EXTERIOR 20

DOOR SILL PROTECTORS
Door sill protectors welcome you every time you step
into the cabin while keeping sills scuff-free.

• Skid-resistant surface with the “Tundra” logo molded
into the sill

INTERIOR 21

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR LINERS
Your Tundra has never been afraid of a little dirt. And now

• “Tub Style” perimeter design provides an ideal fit to help keep liner from shifting

you can really go all out while still keeping the interior

• Protects the original floor carpet from soiling due to dirt, mud, sand, and snow

like new. Contain the mess with the Genuine Toyota All-

• Constructed from a durable, lightweight, and completely recyclable TPE material

Weather Floor Liners; they’re precisely engineered to fit
your footwell so your carpet stays protected, no matter
what’s on your boots10.
10

See numbered disclosures on page 47

INTERIOR 22

that is easily cleaned with soap and water
• Front mats feature a custom-molded logo that provides a distinctive look

CARPET FLOOR MATS
Help keep your original carpet clean and neat with

• Made to fit the Tundra floor and match the carpeting

these durable, fade-resistant carpet floor mats10.

• Nibbed backing and quarter-turn fasteners
(on the driver’s side) help keep mats in position

10

See numbered disclosures on page 38

• Removable and easy to clean

INTERIOR 23

CARGO TOTE
Moving vehicles and grocery bags don’t always play nice
with each other. Keep bags upright and in place with
a cargo tote11.

• Features carrying handles and removable divider panels
• Soft-sided tote folds flat when not in use and pops up
when needed
• Tough outer fabric is durable and water resistant
11

See numbered disclosures on page 47

INTERIOR 24

CENTER CONSOLE TRAY
A Tundra’s cabin can be as useful as its bed with

• Neoprene backing prevents tray from sliding around

the addition of a custom-designed center console

• Easy slide access to power cords

tray. With compartments for phones, tablets, and

• Railings to accommodate letter-size hanging file folders

other objects, everything can be organized and
conveniently within reach.

INTERIOR 25

UNDER SEAT STORAGE
The Tundra is designed to haul big loads, but sometimes
you need to take extra care of small items that can’t ride
loose in the bed. This covered storage compartment12
tucks neatly under the rear seats and secures your things,
while keeping them safe from prying eyes.

•D
 esigned exclusively for the Tundra Double Cab
• Easily accessed by lifting the rear bench seat
•L
 id helps to protect items over bumps
•M
 olded from durable black ABS plastic
12

See numbered disclosures on page 47

INTERIOR 26

KEY FINDER
You need your keys, now. Once synced to your iPhone®
the Toyota key finder13 can alert you when you leave keys
behind or locate them from up to 60 feet away. You can
also use the key finder to find your iPhone® hiding in
the clutter.

• One app monitors up to eight separate key finder devices
• Supports iPhone®/iPad®/iPod® Touch with iOS® 5.0 or later
• Backed by a 12-month Toyota Approved Accessory
parts warranty
13

See numbered disclosures on page 47

COIN HOLDER / ASHTRAY CUP
Keep ashes in the only place they belong: an ashtray.

• Hinged lid helps minimize odors and prevent flyaway ash
• Removable, easy to empty cup that fits snugly inside
the cupholder
• Non-smoker? Can also be used to hold loose change
and other small items

INTERIOR 27

REMOTE ENGINE STARTER
Step into the comfort of a pre-cooled or heated cabin,
thanks to the remote engine starter14,15.

• Activates air conditioner, heater, defroster and defogger
functions to preset temperatures and settings
• Engine starts with quick, three-step sequence using
remote key fob
• Integrates with keyless entry system and existing
factory security
14,15

See numbered disclosures on page 47

INTERIOR 28

SECURITY SYSTEM
With the Tundra’s looks and performance, you can
see the envy in their eyes—but they’re just gonna
have to get their own. Protect your Tundra with a
security system16 and sleep easier.

•	Designed to integrate with the keyless entry system—
no need for an additional remote
•	Automatic rearming and relocking, door-ajar warning,
interior light activation, panic alarm, rolling code
technology, and disabling of the starter

GLASS BREAKAGE SENSOR
Enhance the coverage of your security system with the
glass breakage sensor17 that activates the alarm if the
glass is broken.

•	Glass breakage sensor (GBS) includes a highly
sensitive microphone that detects the sound

•	Glass breakage sensor (GBS) includes a highly sensitive

frequency of an object striking on glass or glass

microphone that detects the sound frequency of an

breakage

object striking on glass or glass breakage

•	Warn-away alarm is triggered if an object strikes

•	Warn-away alarm is triggered if an object strikes
a window

a window
•	Alarm is activated if someone tries to force open

•	Designed to integrate with the keyless entry system—
no need for an additional remote

a door or if glass is broken
16

See numbered disclosures on page 47

17

See numbered disclosures on page 47

UNIVERSAL TABLET HOLDER
Help keep passengers entertained with this high quality,
universal tablet holder 18. Compatible with virtually all
multimedia devices, it securely holds your tablet, phone,
music, or video player.

• Installs and removes in seconds – no tools required
• Durable material with spring loaded arms
• Adjustable pivot/tilt for ultimate viewing experience

INTERIOR 30

18

See numbered disclosures on page 47

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE KIT
Be prepared for minor emergencies and repairs with the multi-functional
emergency assistance kit. The triangle shaped zipper bag in gray/black
two-tone features outer storage pockets and reflective emergency
indicators on the kit surface. Contents include:

• Versatile, stainless steel pocket tool with multiple functions including:
pliers, wire cutter, two screw drivers
• Heat-reflective emergency blanket
• Flashlight
• Work gloves with textured palm area to optimize grip
• Automotive-grade hose tape
• Booster/jumper cables with multi-lingual instructions
• Tire gauge
• Bungee cord
• Shop towel
• Tether strap

FIRST AID KIT
This compact kit will come in handy in case of minor scrapes and
wounds, to help you get patched up and on your way. The soft-sided,
water-resistant, and flame-retardant black PVC zipper case contains:

• Insect-sting relief pads
• Self-adhesive bandages
• Rolled stretch bandage with metal clips
• Two multi-use, waterproof, heat-reflective survival blankets
• Stainless steel scissors capable of cutting through seatbelt strapping

TRD PERFORMANCE HANDLING
SUSPENSION KIT
Empower your 2WD Tundra with greater athleticism and
agility, thanks to the complete TRD Performance Handling
Suspension Package.

• Includes TRD-tuned shock absorbers, front coil springs, rear
leaf springs, rear sway bar and all required hardware, including
bump stops
• Engineered specifically for 2WD Tundra
• Lowers Regular Cab: 40-mm. in the front and 60-mm. in the rear
• Lowers Double Cab and the CrewMax: 60-mm. in the front and
70-mm. in the rear

TRD 33

TRD PERFORMANCE SHOCKS
Improve the on-road driving experience of your Tundra
with TRD Performance Shocks. Get less lean during
maneuvering and a well-managed ride.

• Includes front and rear TRD tuned shock absorbers
• On-road racing inspired TRD Performance shock
absorbers were specifically designed to increase the
on-road driving experience focusing on ride, handling,
and steering response.
• Enhances steering response and body control
• Reduces vehicle roll, braking dive, and take off
acceleration squat
• Compatible with 2WD and 4WD Tundras
• Not compatible with the TRD Performance Lowering
and Handling Suspension Kit

TRD 34

TRD REAR SWAY BAR
Enhanced control, less drama. Rear sway bars give your
Tundra flatter cornering and less under steer during
maneuvering, helping to deliver greater handling overall.

• Helps preserve the secure handling of the original steering
and suspension system
• High-quality spring steel helps ensure strength, stiffness,
and durability
• Durable, gloss red powder coat finish resists corrosion
and helps protect against damage
• Simple, bolt-on installation, with no modifications required:
all hardware included
• Not compatible with lowered Tundra Trucks

TRD 35

TRD PERFORMANCE AIR INTAKE
Increase the quality of the air that flows to your motor and
quantifiably increase its performance with the TRD performance
air intake19, and let your engine’s potential roar.

• Takes cool air from behind and below the headlight area
(rather than hot air from the engine compartment) to supply
engine with cooler, denser air to help increase horsepower
• Designed to work with factory ECU and emissions system
• Features reusable TRD high-flow air filter with customcalibrated filter
•D
 esigned and Dyno-tested to deliver superior acceleration
and greater pulling power
• Emissions legal in all 50 states
19

See numbered disclosures on page 47

TRD 36

TRD PERFORMANCE AIR FILTER
You multitask; make sure your parts do too. This TRD air filter helps
protect and maintain the life of your engine with enhanced airflow.

• Unique, oiled four-ply cotton gauze in polyurethane body
•	Enclosed in durable epoxy-coated mesh and an elastomeric seal for
a precise, leak-free fit
•	Allows the maximum amount of air into the engine with the minimal
amount of resistance
•	Washable and reusable—regular cleaning ensures free airflow
and top performance
• Designed to last the lifetime of the vehicle
•	Pre-oiled and ready to install, offers exact drop-in replacement
for stock air filter

TRD 37

TRD OIL CAP
The legendary Toyota Racing Development logo is on display every time
you pop the hood when you replace your stock oil cap with this highly
polished, forged billet aluminum cap.

• High-luster coating ensures long-term appearance
• Maintains high factory quality standards for performance
and strength

TRD RADIATOR CAP
Enhance performance, and look good while doing it. The TRD
radiator cap releases pressure at higher cooling system levels
while protecting your engine.

•H
 elps enhance vehicle performance in high-rpm
or high-load conditions
•D
 esigned to release at higher cooling system pressures than
factory caps, raising the coolant boiling point to help protect
engines under high-rpm or high-load operation
TRD 38

TRD PERFORMANCE OIL FILTER
Keep your oil pure as long as possible, and help enhance the life of
your engine with the TRD Oil Filter that kicks out impurities through
a 100% synthetic fiber filtration medium.

• Zinc-plated steel end caps help increase structural integrity
• Red silicone gaskets help provide excellent seal characteristics
at high temperatures
• Kit includes two replacement high-temperature Viton housing
gaskets and drain adapter

TRD 39

TRD PERFORMANCE BRAKE PADS
Whether you’re boulder bashing or stuck in traffic, you quickly
realize that the left pedal is just as crucial as the right. The
enhanced stopping power from TRD brake pads decreases
stopping distance while it increases your confidence.

• Aramid- and ceramic-strengthened compound helps deliver
an optimum combination of cold and hot friction with minimal
brake noise
• Reduces fade during repeated stops or extended downhill driving
• Direct replacement for stock pads
• For street and off-road use (not intended for open track sessions)

TRD 40

TRD PRO FRONT SKID PLATE
Help keep the underbelly of your Tundra safe from
vengeful boulders with the TRD Pro front skid plate.

• Enhances Tundra’s tough, capable stance
• Helps protect vehicle underbody from damage that can
result from flying stones, branches, ice chunks, and other
types of road debris
• Made from stamped and formed 1/4-in. thick silver
powder coated aluminum
• Skid plate won’t interfere with or block the cooling
system, while providing cut outs for unobstructed
access to all maintenance points and vehicle tow hooks
• Rigorous computer-aided design (CAD) simulations
conducted by Toyota engineers, in addition to real
world testing, help to maximize protection and prevent
vibration, stress, and noise issues
• Easy, no-drill installation uses vehicle’s existing
attachment mounts

TRD PRO 42

TRD PRO PERFORMANCE
EXHAUST SYSTEM
Energize the brute within with some deep breathing
exercises. The TRD Pro exhaust gives your engine
greater power, while bellowing out a deep, throaty tone.

• Made from premium stainless steel, and featuring a
cat-back exhaust design with dual TRD logo-etched tips
• Engineered for a less restrictive path, to help reduce
backpressure for added low-to mid-range torque,
along with improved horsepower
• Produces a deep, throaty, award-winning exhaust
note while meeting the legal 95-decibel noise limit,
as required by law
TRD PRO 43

TRD PRO BILESTEIN® SHOCKS
WITH REMOTE RESERVOIRS
This is how you dominate the trail. Up front, TRD-tuned
springs are matched to oversize 2.5-in. remote-reservoir
Bilstein® shocks for a 2-in. lift. In the rear, we match
similarly massive Bilstein® shocks to our TRD off-road leaf
spring. Built for tough terrain, this suspension maximizes
wheel travel and features advanced 3-stage compression
dampening with internal hydraulic bump stops to help
knock the edge off rough trails.
•L
 arge 2.5-in. TRD Bilstein shocks with remote (piggyback)
reservoirs front & rear for increased oil capacity, cooling,
and durability
•Z
 inc finish with multi-layer coating for extreme surface
durability
•Z
 oneControlR technology® integrates internal hydraulic
bump stops into progressive 3-stage position sensitive
compression control for extreme off-road demands
•6
 0-mm. Digressive Pistons for enhanced ride comfort
and control at high speeds over rough terrain
•R
 ed TRD-tuned front Eibach® coil springs with custom
rates that are softer for a better ride both on- and off-road
• Engineered by TRD with unique components and tuned
by TRD engineers to provide better ride quality and offroad performance

TRD PRO 44

TRD PRO FLOOR MATS
Help protect your carpet from mud-splattered adventures
with custom-fitted, durable, fade-resistant carpet mats10.

• Quarter-turn fasteners (on the driver’s side) and nibbed
backing on all mats help keep mats in position
• Removable and easy to clean
10

See numbered disclosures on page 47

TRD PRO SHIFT KNOB
Enhance your connection to your Tundra every time you
shift with the TRD Pro shift knob.

• Simple remove and replace installation with no drilling
or special tools required

TRD PRO 46

ALWAYS GO WITH GENUINE TOYOTA ACCESSORIES
When it comes time to make your Toyota your own, remember only Genuine Toyota Accessories are designed, tested,
and approved specifically for your Toyota vehicle. Plus, when you purchase them at the same time as your new vehicle,
Genuine Toyota Accessories are backed by Toyota’s 3-year / 36,000-mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty, valid at any Toyota
dealership nationwide.
To learn more about Genuine Toyota Accessories and to see how they’ll look on your Tundra with our comprehensive
Build Your Toyota feature, please visit toyota.com or to find your local Toyota dealer, please visit toyota.com/dealer.
This brochure is based upon information available at time of printing, is subject to change without notice, is for mainland
U.S.A. vehicles and may differ in the state of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands and in other regions.

DISCLOSURES
1.

Payload Capacity is the calculation of GVWR minus curb weight and
should be used for comparison purposes only. The maximum amount
of passenger and cargo weight your vehicle can carry is the Load
Carrying Capacity indicated on the label(s) on the driver’s doorjamb.
2. Payload includes the weight of occupants, cargo, and options limited
by weight distribution. Always properly secure all items.
3. The tonneau cover is weather-resistant, but not weather-proof.
4. Requires Deck Rail System.
5. 20-in. performance tires are often expected to experience greater
tire wear than conventional tires. Tire life may be substantially less
than mileage expectancy, depending upon tires used and driving
conditions.
6. This part is for Double Cab models only.
7. GoPro® camera accessory not included with purchase. GOPRO, HERO,
The GOPRO Logo, and the GoPro be a Hero logo are trademarks or
registered trademarks of GoPro Inc.
8. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible,
hooked up, loaded properly, and that you have any necessary
additional equipment. Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow
all instructions in your Owner’s Manual. The maximum you can tow
depends on the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and available
equipment.
9. The Toyota Genuine Accessory Warranty will only apply when the
installation is performed by a trained Toyota-approved installer.
Please see dealer for details.
10. To avoid potential interference with pedal operation, do not install
a floor mat on top of an existing floor mat, and each mat must be
secured with either quarter-turn fasteners or retention hooks (clips).
This floor mat was designed specifically for use in this model and
model year vehicle and SHOULD NOT be used in any other vehicle.

TOYOTA.COM/ACCESSORIES
1-800-GO-TOYOTA
©2017 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A.

11. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
12. This part is for the Double-CAB Only.
13. iPhone® not included. Toyota Key Finder requires customers
download the free Toyota Key Finder application from the iTunes®,
App Store℠ to operate features. Please review the iOS® devices listed
under Toyota Key Finder on iTunes App Store to verify compatibility.
Please note: Interference from structures may affect signal strength.
iPhone® App Store℠, iTunes®, and iOS® are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
14. Available for vehicles equipped with factory remote keyless entry.
15. Use only if aware of circumstances surrounding the vehicle at time of
start. Operate only when legal and safe to do so (e.g., car uncovered
in open area with no people or pets inside or nearby). See usage
precautions and Owner’s Manual.
16. Available for vehicles equipped with factory remote keyless entry.
17. Available only for vehicles equipped with factory security system.
18. Universal Tablet Holder intended for passengers only. Drivers should
always be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of
road and traffic conditions at all times.
19. The TRD performance air intake is to be sold as a dealer-installed
or over-the-counter option after the retail sale of the vehicle.
The performance air intake may not be sold to the customer at the
same time as the new vehicle and may not be financed together with
the new vehicle. Please see the TRD catalog, visit www.trdusa.com
or call 800-688-5912 for a complete list of TRD products and
warranty information. Emission-legal for aftermarket sale via C.A.R.B.
Executive Order.

